National Junior School - Knowledge Organiser
Geography Topic:

Changes: Grantham, Ancaster, Corbridge and York

Year 3

Spring Term

What? Key vocabulary
Agriculture
Ancaster
Arable farming
Corbridge
Economic activity
Fen Farming

What? Key knowledge
Changes in the
Settlements since
Roman Rule.
Corbridge
Changes in the
Settlements since
Roman Rule.
York

Changes in the
Settlements since
Roman Rule.
Lincoln
Changes in roads,
Farming and
technology since
Roman Rule.
Eastern England –
Ancaster, Fens

-Roman fort
-Trade and Hadrian’s wall
-Saxons built nearby but better located
to cross the river
-Small shops and local business now
-Founded by Romans
-High ground beside river, city grew on
the other side of the river
-Vikings, and subsequent peoples
continued to live here
-City centre still surrounded by walls
-Shops and tourist attractions in centre
-most people live outside the walls
What aspects of Roman rule do we still
see in Lincolnshire today?
-Sewers
-Walls and roads
-Heating
-Latrines
- Roman Roads
Roads website link Ermine Street
- Sewers
-Fenland drained for farming

How? Skills
Map skills
Compare
Research and compare

OS maps, old maps,
Identify Roman towns on maps
Maps and Images of settlements
then and now
Changes in settlements

Land use
Lincoln
Manufacturing
Population
Residential
Rural
Transport
Urban
York

Another word for farming
A Roman fort that became a
village.
Growing crops
A Roman fort that grew into a
market town.
How people make money
Some of the best agricultural land
in England – the area used to be a
wetland.
What people do with an area of
land
A Roman fort and settlement that
became a city.
Industry that involves making
products in factories
The number of people who live in
a particular place
An area that is made for people to
live in
An area that doesn’t have lots of
buildings, like the countryside
Ways of moving people or goods
around: Bus, train, car, lorry, ship
etc
An area that is a town or a city
A Roman fort and settlement that
became a city.

Great Quote

Robert
Graves

(Author)

The Roman Road is the greatest monument ever
raised to human liberty by a noble and generous
people. It runs across mountain, marsh and river. It
is built broad, straight and firm. It joins city with
city and nation with nation.

Outcome
A study of and presentation titled “What the Romans
did for us.”

Prior Learning
*Use simple maps
*Understand some similarities and differences in
countries
*Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to
physical and human features

